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The following rifies apply:

• If you use a “fundamental theorem” you
must indicate this arid explain why the theorem
may be applied.

• Organize your work. in a reasonably neat and
coherent way, in the space provided. Work scat
crcd all over the page without a clear ordering
will receive very little credit.

• Short answer questions: Questions labeled as
“Short Answer” can be answered by simply writ
ing an equation or a sentence or appropriately
ilraxving a Figure. No calculations are necessary or
expected for these problems.

• Unless the question is specified as short an
swer, mysterious or unsupported answers
might not receive full credit. An incorrect
answer supported by substantially correct calcu—
hit ions and explanations might still receive partial
credit.

Problem Points Score

-:
3 15

-1 15

5 20

6 20

Total: 100

Name (Print):
7

Do not write in the table to the right
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1. (15 points) Consider the differential equation

where f(x) is plotted below.
± =

f(x)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: On lie figure indicate any fixed points. i.e. equilibrium points.
for t Ii is (hflcrellt ial eqi iatioii

(b) (5 points) Short Answer: Skitrh a one-dimensional phase portrait for this problem
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(c) (5 points) Short Answer: On one axis, sketch the corresponding solutions curves x(t)

for this problem, Your solution curves should contain all possible qualitatively different
types of solution curves.
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2. (15 points) Consider the following SIS model with saturating incidence and saturating treat
ment:

318 oI
+1-i-cS 1+71

/31S al
1+aS — 1+71’

where 3, a, a, 7 > 0 are constants.

(a) (5 points) Determine the tinits of the constants 3, a, a. and 7.
LP/,.t:flC L 7rro1z)/c

(Ii) (5 points) Show t liar the total populat ion N S I is constant in time and rise this to
reduce this system to a single differential equation in I.
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(c) (5 points) Through an appropriate dimensionless change of variables show t hat the system
derived in part (h) is equivalent to (lie following dimensionless equation

=Th .r(1_J.L_
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dT Ul+A(l 1+B.r’

where ??o. A and B are dimensionless quantities to be determined.
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3. (15 points) The simplest model of malaria assumes that the mosquito population is at equilib
rium and models the dynamics of the infected population by

1= ‘‘ (N—I)—jtl,al + r
where c, /3, r, N, p > 0 are all constants.
(a) (10 points) Determine the fixed points for this problem and analyze their stability. You

do not need to and are not expected to nondimensionalize this problem.
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(h) (5 points) Determine a basic reproduction number 1?0 so that if R0 < 1 the disease is
eliminated.

tt -fe)10w5 fl,t 44.c k,ic reproAvc4i’i.s. 1t1#r>St 3.5
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4. (15 points) Consider the system of differential equations

dx
= f(x,y),

dy
= g(x. y).

where f. g are continuous functions satisfying

XJDC
fV y) =

urn y(x, y) =

The figure below is a plot of the curves satisfying f(x. y) = 0 and g(x, y) = 0.
(a) (5 points) Short Answer: On this figure indicate any fixed points.
(b) (5 points) Short Answer: On this figure indicate the direction of the flow in the regions

bounded by the curves f(x. y) = 0 and q(x. y) = 0.
(c) (5 points) Short Answer: Sketch a phase portrait on top of this figure. You should

include cuougli solution trajectories so that all possible qualitatively different solution
curves are represented.
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5. (20 points) The following is a model for the spread of a sexually transmitted disease in a male
and female population:

= /3SFIM + alp,

‘F = $8F’M alp,

SM = flSMiF + alft[,

‘Al = $3M’F —

where Sp, Ip, 8M, -i’M denote the susceptible and infected populations of female and male pop
ulations and , a > 0 are parameters.
(a) (5 points) Show that N = Sp + ‘F and N1 = Sr + Ip are constants in time.

1’M

(h) (5 points) Show that the above system of four differential equation can he reduced to the
following system of cliuferetitial equations:

Ip
— 1F)1,J — alp

= — l,jI — aIi

(c) (10 points) By computing the Jacobian for this system and calculating the cigcnvalucs,
determine under what conditions the disease free state I,c’ = 0 is stable.
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6. (20 points) The following is a proposed model for SIB dynamics with quarantining:

S = —BIS — 1(1, Q)S + nQ + 01,
I = 1S

- lU Q)’ -
Q = lU Q)(I + 8)- nQ,

where J3 > 0 and n > 0 are constants and f(I, Q. is a quarantining rate that depends on both
the number of infected individuals and the number of quarantined individuals. This model has
a constant population size of A’.
(a) (5 points) Short Answer: If we first assume that f does not depend on Q. determine a

functional form of 1(I) that satisfies f(0) 0, f(I) 0 on the domain [0, NI. and

lim 1(I) =
[DC

where i > 0 is a constant - The funct inn von select should be as sillIple as possible and be
diniensionailv consistent - No Dirac delta functions are needed.

4tt

(h) (2.5 points) Short Answer: What does the asslitnIpt ion liinj , f( I) = r inn part (a) tell
you about the quarantining rate in practical terms?

UI I’4AtL 5&f.vrstc( a, -f&c. ibvr .4.
to L.-H-c.( rc.so9rces.

(c) (5 points) Short Answer If we HOW assume that f depends on Q ruone. Det eritnine i
functional form of f(Q) that satisfies ((0) = k, k is a maximum of f on the domain [0. N]
1(Q) 0 oii the domain [0, N]. and f(N) 0. Again, the function should be as simple
as possible and be dimensionally consistent.

5-()= i<.(i-q44)

(d) (2.5 points Short Answer: What do the assumptions f(0) = k and f(A’) 0 in part
(c) tell you about the quarantining rate in practical terms?

TL 7v.tø4-L.;.y r4fj * trc 45 pA€cc c:u
(e) (5 points) Short Answer: Using parts (a) and (c) construct a function J(1, Q) on the

domain 0, N’ x 0, N] that satisfies f(0. Q) 0, f(I. N) 0, f(I, Q) 0, and has a
maximum at f(7\T 0).
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